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t’s all asphalt and discarded 40oz. caps.
Mistakenly dropped tufts of pungent green
plant-matter and abandoned piles of stringy
brown tobacco. There are cars everywhere. And
people. Hundreds of them gathered in this empty
parking lot long after the sun has moved on from the
Oakland flatlands.
They’re mostly men, mostly young, mostly black.
Men mostly jerking, flailing, spinning and shaking as if
suddenly inhabited by the spirit of Christ itself. Their
faces are screwed up, contorted. One eye squeezed
tight, the other as wide as can be, lips cinched together
like a drawstring sack. Fingers held taught in awkward
broken signs, then set free to flutter off into the
smoke-filled air. It’s a heady mix of intoxicants and
burnt rubber, purple haze and busted brake pads,
testosterone cut through by uninhibited indulgence.
The cars drive themselves, floating past like metallic
ghosts in the night as their owners and passengers
dance alongside. Or on top. Other cars spin in
screaming circles with their driver’s door open and
one foot sticking out, toeing a concentric trail inside of
the tire-lines. Some sit idle, conquered by bouncing
bodies. A few speed, stop, pop and throw sparks. The
wild convergence/divergence of headlights is enough to
mimic a block-wide disco ball.
Sproing! goes the music as the bass drum stutters
over itself. Sproing! as if a garage-door coil has just
snapped and smacked the wooden door dead in its
center. The heavy kick never rides out though; instead
it’s barraged by airy bloops as if a dozen hands successively yanked their suction seal from the tops of
Snapple bottles. And all of this sounding like it was run
through an old Apple II mainframe before hitting the
audience’s ears. There’s the occasional djembe slap or
siren, and intermittent attacks of hard synth strapped
to vocals that sound like cartoonish chants. The voices
are distorted, but not by the music. Gruff growls and
lions’ snarls, throaty rhythmic whispers and timbres
warped by changes in the chambers from which they
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came (again, the twisted faces). Melodically bereft and
rhythmically disjointed, this music sounds like a complete abstraction of rap, boundless with energy,
absolutely untamable, and not a little goofy.
It’s the perfect score to the scene: “If I can’t get in
the club/The club in the parking lot.”

C

alm down. Breathe. It’s okay. Step back
from the peephole. Let your grip loosen
from the blinds. Don’t get all hyphy on me.
I know what you’re thinking. But wait, isn’t
this an article about DJ Shadow? And it is. But what’s a
story without context? Josh Davis is a Bay Area boy—
even if he is a 33-year-old man, married with twin
year-old daughters—and this, my friends, is Bay Area
music. For 20-odd years the San Francisco Bay (or
Oakland Bay, if you please), has been one of rap
music’s biggest contributors and, as far as the mainstream is concerned, one of the most under-publicized. Too Short was the first to make mackin’ a rap
attraction. Digital Underground gave Tupac his big
break. E-40 created the “–izzle” that a certain Dogg
bit. Mac Dre (rest in peace) and Mac Mall made Mobb
Music before Prodigy and Havoc went Deep.
Quannum and Hiero put the straps on backpack rap.
Q-Bert and D-Styles defined the art of scratch. And,
well, our man DJ Shadow invented instrumental hiphop. Of course, he was living in Davis at the time (the
cow-and-college town 30 miles northeast of the Bay’s
farthest outpost), but the “Yay Errea” was the axis of
all his growing-up activities. And besides, you know
that music that was playing back there in Oaktown at
dusk? He made that too.

S

omething happens to your mind when
you start hearing your stuff on the radio,”
he says. “And I had never heard…I
mean…none of my music has ever been
played on the radio. And you hear your stuff and it
makes you want to make more shit like that because,

well, you like it. That’s what happened in the case of
‘3 Freaks.’”
He’s still wearing the turned-around baseball cap.
The relaxed-fit jeans with a slight sag. The oversized
monochromatic long-sleeve shirt with logo. The carefully kempt chin-strap and goatee. He still looks
serious. Contemplative. At peace. Even as he—Josh
Davis, DJ Shadow—blasphemes his legacy as we think
we know it.
“3 Freaks” by any other name is a hit single. Just over
three and a half minutes? Uh-huh. Part of a burgeoning
trend? Yup (the hyphy [high-fee = “hype” + “fly”]
movement, the latest development in Bay Area rap that
encompasses an entire culture of dance, cars and
music—see above). Celebrity guests? Yes (hyphy heroes
Turf Talk and Keak Da Sneak). Rejected by the critical
establishment? You betcha. And this coming from the
musical mind that created—and released as a
“single”—a 32-minute, four-part miniature opus
called “What Does Your Soul Look Like?” This from
Shadow, the perpetual cratedigger and mindful manipulator of aural texture celebrated alongside Beck (for
Klosterman’s sake!) for his virtuosic post-modernism?! DJ Shadow, our man behind the music (hence
the name)—our humble weaver of tapestries ever
greater than he, but never more than the sum of their
parts. (To wit, in Doug Pray’s 2001 Scratch documentary, Davis says while surrounded by a long-forgotten
library of bargain LPs: “Keep that in mind when you
start thinking like, ‘Oh yeah, I’m invincible and I’m the
world’s best’ or whatever. Because that’s what all these
cats thought.”)
2006 marks the 10-year anniversary of
Endtroducing… That’s long enough for a Deluxe
Edition of the album to have been released. Long
enough for a book about the album to have been
released. Long enough for massive amounts of critical
love and fan worship and imitators and shit-talkers,
and long enough for us to have formed the notion that
Josh Davis has something to blaspheme in the first
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People were like, “How can you be doing hip-hop?
You're white and you live in Davis, California.” I'm
like, “I don’t know what to tell you, that’s me.”
place. In no uncertain terms, he is a legend. Which
makes what he’s saying all the more astonishing of a
revelation: not that he likes being on the radio, rather
that this is his first taste. As he speaks, it’s with a certain earned naïveté. He understands the implication
of his words, and could care less. This is new to him.
He likes it.
“I would’ve loved if Endtroducing… had been
embraced by radio stations, but my music never has
been until this song. It makes me kind of go, ‘Maybe I
was following the wrong path.’” He takes it back
immediately. “I don’t think that I was—just that
everything happens for a reason and this is the right
time for me to be doing this type of music. This is what
I’m feeling right now, these are the type of beats I want
to make, and there’s nothing more I can say by chopping up a ’70s rock radio hit.”

j

osh Davis was born in 1972 in San Jose,
the South Bay. He was an avid collector
from a young age, mostly of usual boy
things. His parents split when he was 2,
so he and his older brother would spend their time
accordingly. Mostly they grew up with Mom in
Middleton (the East Bay, a hop and a skip from E40’s stomping grounds). She was a teacher with a
fondness for the Eagles, and occasionally she’d bring
home copies of “classical for kids” LPs from the grocery store. Josh took to the series immediately. And
every two weeks, they went south to San Jo’ to be
with Dad and the Doobies, the blues and Lou Reed.
And once “The Message” was broadcast
(Grandmaster Flash, 1982), father and son would
make trips to San Francisco to watch the breakers
spin windmills on broken-down boxes.
Josh’s first musical love was disco (first 45:
“Funky Town” by Lipps Inc.), so when hip-hop
broke, it made quite the impression. He started carrying a tape recorder with him, cataloguing family
conversations, rap from the radio, errant arguments

and the odd found sound. He saved up to buy a Sears
turntable combo unit (cassette and radio) in 1984,
and subsequently maintained a steady level of broke
by buying as many records as he could each week.
Whichever radio station played the most rap was his
most loved, and if he positioned the selector just so,
he could scratch solos over the tapes he’d dubbed. At
14 he was calling in requests for obscure Bronx boogies. The Bay Area deejays loved him.
I’m not sure how classics get made, but in this
case it took the sheer audacity of an underage audiophile: Josh hangs around the UC Davis’ college station until they play one of his mixes (he’s still 14).
Two years later, he swaps handshakes, tapes and
hellos with Public Enemy at an Oakland Holiday Inn.
He’d heard Kool Moe Dee had a B.A. in communications, so in 1990 he enrolls in Davis studying the
same. He samples, mixes and mashes furiously in his
dorm room, decides that KMEL (the Bay Area’s
long-running champion of urban radio) is wack, tells
the program director as much, and is hired to re-mix
their selection (at 18). His mixes get more complex.
He’s sampling more often. He’s swapping secrets
with the locals (Dan the Automator, for one). And
suddenly, well, he creates a new genre.
“My original understanding of hip-hop was this
sort of Bambaataa/Zulu Nation school of thought
that everything out there can be hip-hop,” says
Shadow. His voice is so level that there are no real
tonal bumps or rhythmic pauses to signify the
beginning or end of a sentence. Or to offer emotional context; past, present and future all sound
and feel alike. “It’s all how you use it and how you
look at it. How you subvert it; the context that you
rearrange it into. It’s not about the packaging that
goes along with the music, it’s just about what you
need out of it.”
But where his predecessors’ strength was in
bending their source materials into a groove, his was
in splaying them wide open for dissection, rendering

the individual bits, and anatomically rebuilding
something with legs of its own. Over in the U.K.,
Josh was James Lavelle’s golden calf. The up-andcoming label owner heard an opportunity in his
Zimbabwe Legit remix for Hollywood BASIC
(Disney’s short-lived hip-hop imprint). Just when
Shadow’s U.S. label folks started muttering that he’d
gone too far, James stepped in on behalf of Mo’ Wax
and said the opposite. U.K. press latched on immediately, and in 1993 Lavelle flew Shadow out to tour
Germany with him.
Josh was the first in his family to leave the
country, but back in Davis it was pretty much only
his family who cared. He was just another student
on campus. Just a white kid obsessed with hip-hop
in what, if it wasn’t for the college, would just be a
town full of cows. His best friends only spoke when
spun, and they were gradually edging him out for
space in his dingy apartment. Graduation.
Depression. Music. Depression. Endtroducing… DJ
Shadow.

I

’m listening to the new Shadow album for the
first time and it’s jarring as all hell. Aside from
a handful of remixes, guest spots and live sets,
this is the first we’ve heard from him since his
second official album (2002’s The Private Press, a complex and varied extension of Endtro), and it’s a
bizarre reintroduction. Atop a spastic percussion pile
of booty bass bursts and twerping whistles, a voice
that sounds like Silly Putty gone gangster declares,
“2006! We got that boy DJ Shadow in this bitch! That
legendary DJ.” It’s E-40, unmistakably. But Shadow,
not so much.
For five songs, my ears strain for an indication of
his trademarks, but get lost chasing rappers through
a bouncing jungle of atonal effects. I get stuck on
familiar Bay Area references: BART stops are namechecked; someone promises to put “Fairfield on
MTV;” the Federation gives instructions on turf
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What if it was just hipster bullshit?
What if that’s all that Endtroducing...
was? I have to be willing to accept
that as a possibility.
dancing (hyphy’s take on krumping); another offers
advice for life in Oakland flats: “Keep your friends
close/But those that you want to rob/Keep ’em
closer.” It’s nearly impossible to reconcile the history of Josh with the current Shadow. It seems a
complete reinvention.
“I think it’s really important right now to contribute to contemporary music,” says Shadow later.
“Dwelling in the past musically is too comfortable;
you don’t have to deal with the cultural baggage
that made that music. It’s out of context, so you
can go, ‘Ahhh, this music from 1971, how great it
is! Things were so much better then!’ And that’s all
well and good, but the social and economic and
political conditions that fueled that music were not
very comfortable.
“In the same way, things are kind of shitty right
now, you know? A lot of people are uneasy because
they know what a huge fuck-up we’ve got in the
White House. Or just taking it from a purely local
perspective, with music like hyphy… You have social
conditions that are fueling the music, whether it be
the practice of taking ecstasy in hip-hop clubs, or the
sideshow car culture, or the turf dancing that’s
trying to escape the violence of East Oakland… All
I’m just rambling to say, is that I’d much rather support somebody who I think is great right now than
somebody I think was great 50 years ago.”
And in that sense, he’s using this album, The
Outsider, as a vehicle for the Bay Area’s most underappreciated commodity. And that’s not to say it’s all
freaks and peel-outs, gas-break dippin’ and flamboasting. In fact, the copy I heard wasn’t even the
final sequence—Shadow top-loaded the rap so his
new label (Universal) couldn’t ignore it. The Outsider
is certainly hyphy, but it’s funky, proggy, poppy,
loungey, rock-y, and brainy too. It’s a lot of synth and
effects, but it’s also sampling and mixing (whew—this
is you letting out a sigh of relief). And for the first
time on a DJ Shadow record, there is—gasp!—a lot
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of live instrumentation.
“Broken Levee Blues” combines the slow poetry
of a weathered voice with sparse Hendrix-like guitar
and a dark bass swell. A film sample clears the decks,
then “This Time (Gonna Do It My Way)” breaks into
sun-soaked ’70s funk/soul. “Skullfuckery,” which
may wind up a B-side, is hard bop attack of Tortoisey post-rock, Brazilian percussion and climbing
scales. There’s a hip-hop single for college radio—
“Enuff,” featuring Q-Tip and Lateef (Quannum)—
bumped up against a Tool-ish pool of tribal prog
called “The Tiger” (featuring the voice and guitar of
British band Kasabian).
The Outsider is an iPod album, populated by
standalone songs instead of segueing collage,
capped off by two glowing collaborations with newcomer Chris James (a Radiohead-reminiscent postever ything epic called “Erase You,” and the
Coldplay-meets-Ashcroft über-single, “You Made
It”), both of which feature string arrangements
written by Davis. And in that sense, the record is a
bit like an U.N.K.L.E. project with Shadow pushing
his own “voice” as far away from the mix as possible—think Psyence Fiction without Lavelle around
to take credit. And with hardcore East Bay rap as
the recurring theme.
“No, I’m not a hyphy guy; I’m 33 years old,” says
Davis. “I don’t go to clubs, you know, but I enjoy the
music and I’m trying to contribute. Yes, I know
Keak, yes I know Turf, yes I know F.A.B., yes I know
E-40. Yes, I’ve been to their houses. And yes, we’re
peers. But I’m not trying to pass myself off as something that I’m not; I’m just not comfortable fitting
into any one thing. It seems like in America, in the
music industry, in society in general, it’s like, ‘Well,
you can’t do this because you’re this. And you can’t
be both because that fucks up my whole paradigm of
who you’re supposed to be.’ When I first started
doing press 13 years ago, people were like, ‘How can
you be doing hip-hop? You’re white and you live in

Davis, California.’ I’m like, ‘Well, I don’t know what
to tell you, that’s me.’”

t

oday Davis lives in the North Bay, a
mostly affluent region better known for
its verdant wine country than its superstar
deejays. But he’s a quiet kind of guy; he’s
always been standing somewhere outside of the picture. The Caucasian kid with a fanatic love for hiphop. Our man behind the music. The mostly handsoff co-founder of the Quannum Projects label
(Blackalicious, Latyrx). The only DJ in the Scratch
film who didn’t want to show off on camera. And the
aural engineer of so many Oakland sideshows he’ll
probably never see (he’s a family man, after all). He
speaks out of time. When we first saw pictures of
him, he looked older than he was; now he looks
younger than he is. Josh Davis, DJ Shadow, is every
bit the outsider. He always has been.
“I’ve been doing some thinking lately, and it suddenly occurred to me,” he says, confronted with the
accepted timelessness of his first album. “What if it
was just hipster bullshit? In the same way that a record
comes out and everybody’s got to have it—it’s a
water-cooler record, you know, but nine out of 10
people are only buying it because somebody told them
to. And what if that’s all that Endtroducing… was? I
have to be willing to accept that as a possibility.”
Further blasphemy. But what’s the point in being
an iconoclast if you’re forced to live inside of a
record sleeve? The grand irony of all of this, is that
the music journalism establishment is going to reject
this record, the hyphy tracks especially. The same
critics that wanted to send young Josh Davis back to
his cow town for being (looking like) a hip-hop outsider, will now cry foul as he turns his back on their
ingrained cred system. They’ll want to hold him to
the very spot they once saw as so being foreign and
ill-fitting for him. But what’s an outsider to do?
This is DJ Shadow. Are you really surprised? F
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